Porous silicon protein microarray technology and ultra-/superhydrophobic states for improved bioanalytical readout.
One attractive method for monitoring biomolecular interactions in a highly parallel fashion is the use of microarrays. Protein microarray technology is an emerging and promising tool for protein analysis, which ultimately may have a large impact in clinical diagnostics, drug discovery studies and basic protein research. This chapter is based upon several original papers presenting our effort in the development of new protein microarray chip technology. The work describes a novel 3D surface/platform for protein characterization based on porous silicon. The simple adjustment of pore morphology and geometry offers a convenient way to control wetting behavior of the microarray substrates. In this chapter, an interesting insight into the surface role in bioassays performance is made. The up-scaled fabrication of the novel porous chips is demonstrated and stability of the developed supports as well as the fluorescent bioassay reproducibility and data quality issues are addressed. We also describe the efforts made by our group to link protein microarrays to matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS), suggesting porous silicon as a convenient platform for fast on-surface protein digestion protocols linked to MS-readout. The fabrication of ultra- and superhydrophobic states on porous silicon is also described and the utilization of these water-repellent properties for a new microscaled approach to superhydrophobic MALDI-TOF MS target anchor chip is covered.